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SUMMARY: THE WAR, a 14-hour documentary on WWII, is scheduled to air in 
September on PBS. Director Ken Burns and associates took six years to interview more 
than 40 individuals in four communities (Waterbury, Connecticut; Mobile, Alabama; 
Sacramento, California; and Luverne, Minnesota). The documentary features individuals 
in those communities, with two ethnic/racial groups given special consideration: Japanese 
Americans and African Americans. The film has no reference to the Latino contribution. 
The documentary also has an accompanying book and educational materials.   PBS 
officials say, in a news release: Serving our mission to educate and inform, PBSs goal for 
THE WAR is to reach into every home and classroom -- so together we can better 
understand what we as a nation experienced in those difficult years and what we as a 
nation accomplished.  Concerned individuals, including Rivas-Rodriguez and Chavez, 
and dozens across the country, have contacted PBS officials and Burns production 
company (Florentine Films) and told them that THE WAR is incomplete without the 
Latino experience. The attachments are the letter from Paula Kerger, PBS president and 
CEO, in response to the demands; the letter the group sent back to Ms. Kerger; and a 
press release from the group.  
 
Please know that the efforts are only beginning, as more Latino organizations and 
individuals join in, and as a website devoted to the efforts is created. 
 
And we will continue to send you news of developments, on a weekly basis, unless a 
development merits more immediate notice. Please let us now if you would prefer NOT 
to receive these messages, or if you would like to add more addresses.  
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PBS REJECTS LATINO COMMUNITYS DEMANDS FOR INCLUSION 
PBS President Kreger Defends Ken Burns 
Exclusion of Latinos from WWII Documentary 
  
In a March 13th letter to Latino community representatives, Paula Kerger, 
President and CEO of the Public Broadcasting System (PBS), rejected the 
demand that PBS delay the release of Ken Burns 7-part WWII documentary, until 
it is re-edited to include the Latino experience. This is unacceptable and an insult 
to the hundreds of thousands of Latino veterans who served in World War II, 
responded Professor Maggie Rivas-Rodriguez of the University of Texas at 
Austin and one of the leaders of the Defend the Honor Campaign that met with 
Kerger last week to discuss the issue. 
  
The Ken Burns documentary, which is scheduled to air in late September, has 
been the target of mounting criticism in the Latino community because of its 
exclusion of the experience of Latinos. The 14-hour series was six years in the 
making. 
  
How is it possible, that in the six years it took to make this film, no one involved 
thought to ask where are the Latino stories? asked Gus Chavez, another founder 
of the Defend the Honor Campaign. 
  
In her reply to the group, Kerger noted that PBS is supporting community 
outreach and educational initiatives attached to the Burns documentary. That 
local programming is intended to bring forth the many stories that are not part of 
the Ken Burns series. PBS will consider programs produced by local stations by 
possible national airing, she said. 
  
But the local programming isnt enough, the Defend the Honor Campaign 
organizers said. 
  
“Once again they want to relegate us to being the side attraction, keeping us out 
of the main act,” explained Marta Garcia, a New York-based founder of the 
Hispanic group.  
 
Angelo Falcón, another founding member of the Defend The Honor Campaign, 
noted that the timing of the Burns documentary was particularly troublesome. 
  
Our demand for inclusion comes at a time when the Latino community is too 
often under attack as being unwelcomed foreigners, despite the fact that the 
majority of us are U.S. citizens and, in the case of WWII, close to half a million of 
us served this country,”  said Falcón. 
   
Rivas-Rodriguez, who established the U.S. Latino & Latina WWII Oral History 
Project at the University of Texas at Austin eight years ago, said that the 
community response to news of the Burns documentary has been visceral. 



  
“All Americans feel a deep, personal, connection to WWII,” she said. “These are 
our parents, our grandparents, aunts and uncles. We know their contributions 
and sacrifices. And we are painfully aware of how they have not had the 
recognition they deserve. It is our duty to right this wrong.” 
  
Various Latino groups and individuals are calling for a boycott of PBS, while 
others plan to pressure the corporate, foundation and government sponsors of 
PBS and Ken Burns, said Chavez, a Defend the Honor Campaign organizer out 
of San Diego, CA. 
  
“We are disappointed that PBS, being a public television network, was not more 
responsive to our communitys concerns,” said Chavez. “They have not heard the 
last from us.”  
  
Maggie Rivas-Rodriguez is an associate professor of journalism at the 
University of Texas at Austin and director of the U.S. Latino & Latina WWII Oral 
History Project (http://utopia.utexas.edu/explore/latino/) 
Gus Chavez is a Latino community development and education advocate based 
in San Diego.  
Marta Garcia is founder and co-chair of the New York Chapter of the National 
Hispanic Media Coalition 
Angelo Falcón is president and founder of the National Institute for Latino 
Policy, based in New York City 
  
ATTACHMENTS: A. Text of Letter From Paula Kerger, PBS President & CEO 
B. Text of Reply by the Defend The Honor Campaign to Paula Kerger 
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